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ABSTRACT

CST (CTC1-STN1-TEN1) is a telomere associated
complex that binds ssDNA and is required for multi-
ple steps in telomere replication, including termina-
tion of G-strand extension by telomerase and syn-
thesis of the complementary C-strand. CST contains
seven OB-folds which appear to mediate CST func-
tion by modulating CST binding to ssDNA and the
ability of CST to recruit or engage partner proteins.
However, the mechanism whereby CST achieves its
various functions remains unclear. To address the
mechanism, we generated a series of CTC1 mutants
and studied their effect on CST binding to ssDNA and
their ability to rescue CST function in CTC1−/− cells.
We identified the OB-B domain as a key determi-
nant of telomerase termination but not C-strand syn-
thesis. CTC1-�B expression rescued C-strand fill-
in, prevented telomeric DNA damage signaling and
growth arrest. However, it caused progressive telom-
ere elongation and the accumulation of telomerase at
telomeres, indicating an inability to limit telomerase
action. The CTC1-�B mutation greatly reduced CST-
TPP1 interaction but only modestly affected ssDNA
binding. OB-B point mutations also weakened TPP1
association, with the deficiency in TPP1 interaction
tracking with an inability to limit telomerase action.
Overall, our results indicate that CTC1-TPP1 interac-
tion plays a key role in telomerase termination.

INTRODUCTION

Telomeres, the protective structures at the end of the liner
chromosomes, are composed of the telomeric DNA and
its associated proteins (1–3). Telomeric DNA contains a
double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) region and a short single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA) G-overhang at the 3’ end of the G-
strand (4). In human somatic cells, telomeres shorten every
cell cycle due to an inability to replicate the DNA 5’ termi-
nus (the end replication problem). However, some cells, in-
cluding stem cells have the ability to maintain their telomere
length through telomerase-mediated elongation. Many can-
cer cells also survive telomere crisis by activating telomerase
expression (5–7). In telomerase positive cells, the double
stranded region of the telomere is replicated by the canon-
ical replication machinery, telomerase is then recruited to
add telomeric repeats to the end of the G-strand (8,9). The
complementary C-strand is subsequently generated via a
process called C-strand fill-in (9,10). DNA polymerase �-
primase (Pol �) is proposed to carry out this C-strand syn-
thesis.

The complex process of telomere replication is regulated
by multiple telomere binding proteins (11). The most abun-
dant human telomeric protein complex is shelterin, also
called the telosome, which consists of TRF1, TRF2, RAP1,
TIN2, TPP1, POT1 (12,13). TRF1 and TRF2 bind to the
dsDNA, while POT1 binds to the G-overhang. TPP1 in-
teracts with POT1 and enhances the affinity of POT1 for
ssDNA. TIN2 works as a hub to bridge TRF1 and TRF2
to TPP1-POT1. CST (CTC1-STN1-TEN1) is a second pro-
tein complex that plays key roles in telomere replication
(14,15). CST is a ssDNA binding complex, that binds to
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G-overhangs and dsDNA-ssDNA junctions at telomeres
via multiple OB (oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide-binding)
domains. CST also communicates with TPP1-POT1 via
the physical interaction of CTC1-TPP1, CTC1-POT1 and
STN1-TPP1 (16).

Under conditions of homeostatic telomere length main-
tenance, human telomerase adds about 60 nt of DNA per
cell cycle (17). This tightly regulated process is orchestrated
by shelterin, telomerase and CST. Telomerase is recruited
to telomeres through TPP1, which interacts with the telom-
erase protein subunit TERT (18,19). This interaction is me-
diated by the TEN and IFD domains on TERT and the
TEL patch surface of OB-fold domain on TPP1 (20–23).
The OB domain of TPP1 is not only essential for telomerase
recruitment, but also functions in the stimulation of telom-
ere processivity (defined as the number of telomeric repeats
added on a single telomerase-primer binding event) (22,24).
TPP1, together with POT1, enhances telomerase processiv-
ity in vitro by stabilizing the DNA, unfolding secondary
structures on G-overhangs, preventing telomerase dissoci-
ation from telomeric DNA and by increasing the transloca-
tion of telomerase along the DNA (24–27). TIN2 also coop-
erates with TPP1-POT1 to recruit telomerase and to stim-
ulate telomerase processivity (21,28–30). In contrast, CST
functions to limit the number of repeats added by telom-
erase and mediates C-strand fill-in (16,31,32). However, the
actual mechanisms of telomerase termination and C-strand
fill-in are still unclear.

In vitro studies suggest several ways by which CST might
limit telomerase action. These include sequestration of the
extended G-overhangs to block continued telomerase ac-
tivity, or through disruption of further telomerase recruit-
ment by TPP1-POT1 (33). Our previous work revealed that
TEN1 deletion decreases the affinity and stability of CTC1-
STN1 (CS) binding to ssDNA and causes a deficiency in C-
strand fill-in (34). However, despite the reduced DNA bind-
ing ability, CS could still terminate telomerase action. Ad-
ditional studies by Zaug et al. indicated that CST is unable
to evict elongating telomerase (33). These results imply that
simple competition with telomerase for G-overhang bind-
ing may not be sufficient to prevent telomere extension, sug-
gesting a more complex mechanism is used for telomerase
termination.

A recent cryo-EM (cryo-electron microscopy) structure
of CST revealed seven tandem OB domains (OB-A to G)
within CTC1, with the C-terminal domains (OB-D through
OB-G) acting as a hub for STN1 interaction and DNA
binding (35). Several mutations in the OB domains of CTC1
cause the ‘inherited telomere syndrome’ Coats plus (35–
38). Mutations located close to the C terminal binding hub
weaken binding to STN1 (L1142H) or affinity for single
stranded telomeric substrates (R975G, C985� and R987W)
(37,39,40). The other OB domains within this hub (OB-
folds on STN1 and TEN1) are also important for telom-
eric DNA binding (41). Meanwhile, N-terminal mutations
(A227V, V259M and V665G) disrupt interaction between
CTC1 and Pol � (38). These findings suggest that each OB-
fold domain mediates different protein/DNA associations,
and thus different aspects of CST function. However, the
contributions of each OB-fold to CST function remain to
be assessed.

Structural comparisons indicate that CST has similar-
ities to replication protein A (RPA), a heterotrimeric ss-
DNA binding complex that regulates many aspects of DNA
metabolism. RPA engages DNA through multiple OB-folds
and its capacity to direct DNA replication and repair reac-
tions stems from the ability of these OB domains to bind
and release DNA independently without causing dissoci-
ation of the entire complex (42). The resulting dynamic
binding allows RPA to diffuse along DNA, displace bound
proteins, and to engage other proteins on the DNA. The
structural similarity between CST and RPA indicates that
CST may use a similar dynamic binding mechanism to reg-
ulate the association of partner proteins with DNA; e.g.
Pol � and telomerase. This model may explain how the al-
tered DNA binding caused by loss of TEN1 or mutation of
CTC1 could disrupt C-strand fill-in or other CST functions
(17,34,38,39).

Since the OB-folds in CTC1 are fundamental to CST
function, we set out to determine how individual OB-folds
contribute to specific aspects of telomere replication. We
constructed a series of OB domain deletion mutants and
assessed their effects on DNA binding, C-strand fill-in and
telomerase regulation. We show that CTC1 OB-B domain
directs telomerase termination and pinpoint the interaction
between CTC1 and TPP1 as being key to this process.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture and generation of CTC1 mutation cells

HCT116 cells were grown in McCoy’s medium and
HEK293T cells were grown in DMEM, supplemented with
10% FBS and antibiotics. Sf9 cells were cultured in Grace’
Insect Medium (Gibco) containing 10% inactivated FBS.
HCT116 cells with conditional CTC1 disruption were de-
scribed previously (32). To introduce wild-type or mutant
Flag-CTC1, retrovirus was generated by co-transfecting
HEK293T cells with pMIEG3 vector encoding wild-type or
mutant Flag-CTC1, gag-pol and env. Viral supernatant was
used to infect HCT116 CTC1F/F cells and the cells were then
selected by flow cytometry for GFP expression.

Co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) and western blotting

Cells were lysed in NP-40 lysis buffer (20 mM Tris pH 8.0,
100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2 and 0.1% Igepal). For im-
munoprecipitation, each sample was incubated with Flag
M2 beads (Sigma) at 4◦C for 2 hrs to 16 hrs, washed with
NP-40 lysis buffer and boiled in 2 × SDS loading buffer.
Samples were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to
nitrocellulose membranes. The membranes were blocked
with 5% milk in TBS-Tween (0.1% Tween-20) and incubated
with antibodies to Flag (Sigma), Myc (Abcam), HA (Cell
Signaling Technology), actin (Bioss), actinin (Santa Cruz),
Pol � (Bethyl), GST (Cell Signaling Technology), POT1
(homemade) and STN1(homemade).

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)

ChIP was performed as previously described (43). Cells
were fixed with 1% formaldehyde, treated with 200 mM
glycine, pelleted by centrifugation, suspended in swelling
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buffer (25 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 10 mM KCl, 1.5 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.25% Triton X-100 and
protease inhibitors), incubated in sonication buffer (50 mM
HEPES pH 7.9, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% Sodium
deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100 and protease in-
hibitors) and sonicated for 20 min. For immunoprecipita-
tion, samples containing supernatant (0.3 mg protein), an-
tibody (3 �g Flag M2, Sigma A2220) and 20 �g bacte-
rial DNA were incubated overnight at 4◦C. Protein A/G
PLUS agarose beads (Santa Cruz) were added to samples
for 1 hr, then washed and eluted in 450 �l elution buffer
(1% SDS, 0.1 M NaHCO3). Cross-linking was reversed by
incubation at 65◦C overnight. The eluate was brought to
10 mM EDTA, 40 mM Tris-HCL pH 6.8 and treated with
5 �g RNase A, 40 �g protease K and purified by phenol-
chloroform extraction. Samples were analyzed by slot blot
hybridization with (TA2C3)3 probe and quantified by Phos-
phorimager. The background from the no antibody control
was subtracted and the amount of precipitated DNA was
calculated as a percentage of the corresponding input.

Protein purification

HEK293T cells were co-transfected with Flag-CTC1, Flag-
STN1 and TEN1 using PEI (polyethyleneimine) for 72 hrs.
Cells were lysed with NP-40 lysis buffer (0.1% Igepal, 20
mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, and
protease inhibitors). The supernatant was incubated with
Flag-M2 beads for 2 h. Then, the beads were washed and
eluted with 3 × Flag peptides. The protein concentration
was quantified by silver staining.

For baculovirus expression, Sf9 cells in suspension were
infected with baculovirus expressing Flag-CTC1 or GST-
TPP1-POT1, and grown in a 500 ml shaker flask at 130 rpm
for 72 h at 27◦C. The infected cells were harvested by cen-
trifugation at 800 g for 10 min, and washed once using PBS.
The cell pellets were stored at -80◦C or lysed with lysis buffer
(50 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl) containing pro-
tease inhibitors, and sonicated for 4 times (2 s on/4 s off).
After centrifugation at 15 000 g for 10 min, the supernatant
was incubated with GST beads for 1 hr. Then, the beads
were eluted with elution buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0,
300 mM NaCl, 10 mM reduced glutathione, and proteinase
inhibitors). The sample was desalted, concentrated into the
lysis buffer without glutathione, and stored at –20◦C with
equal volume of glycerol.

Electrophoretic gel mobility shift assays (EMSAs)

EMSAs were performed as previously described (44).
Briefly, the indicated amounts of protein complex were in-
cubated with 0.1 nM 32P-labeled (or CY7-labeled) oligonu-
cleotide in 25 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1
mM DTT for 30 min at RT. For Kd analysis, protein was
incubated with 0.01 nM 32P-labeled oligonucleotide in 25
mM Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT for 18
hrs at 4◦C. Samples were separated in 0.7% agarose gels
with 1 × TAE and quantified by Phosphorimaging. To de-
termine Kd(app), the amount of bound versus free DNA
was quantified using ImageQuantTL software. Data were
fit to a one site specific saturation binding equation us-
ing GraphPad Prism software. The oligonucleotides used

were Tel-18 (5′-GGTTAG GGTTAG GGTTAG), Tel-36
(5′-GGTTAG GGTTAG GGTTAG GGTTAG GGTTAG
GGTTAG) and NonTel-48 (5′-AGCGTATCCGTTCAG
TTGAGCGTATCCGTTCAGTTGAGCGTATCCGTT).

In vitro pull-down

Sf9 cells expressing Flag-CTC1 were lysed with NP-40 lysis
buffer containing protease inhibitors and sonicated 4 times
(2 s on/ 4 s off). After centrifugation at 15 000 g for 10 min,
the supernatant was incubated with Flag-M2 beads for 2
h at 4◦C. Purified GST-TPP1-POT1 was added and incu-
bated with for another 1 h at 4◦C. After washing with 1 mL
NP-40 lysis buffer and centrifugation for 6 times, the pre-
cipitate was saved as the pull-down product.

Growth curve

Growth curves were performed as previously described (32),
with three repetitions for each cell line.

TIF (telomere induced foci) analysis

Cells grown on coverslips were fixed with 4% paraformalde-
hyde, permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100, blocked with
5% goat serum and incubated in antibody to �H2AX.
After secondary antibodies incubation, cells were fixed
again and hybridized with TelC-Alexa488 PNA probes (5′-
CCCTAACCCTAACCCTAA, Biosynthesis). Images were
taken with a Zeiss fluorescence microscope.

TRF (terminal restriction fragments) and G-overhang analy-
sis

TRF and G-overhang analysis were performed as previ-
ously described (32,45). Briefly, genomic DNA was digested
overnight with HinfI, MspI, and RsaI (control samples were
treated with ExoI for 48 hrs prior to restriction digestion),
then separated in agarose gels; 0.7% agarose for TRF and
1% for G-overhang analysis. The gels were dried, denatured
(initially hybridized with under non-denaturing conditions
for G-overhang analysis) and hybridized with 32P-labeled
(TA2C3)3 probe.

Signals were detected and quantified by PhosphorImager.
For TRFs, the mean telomere length was determined as de-
scribed previously (46). Briefly, each lane was divided into
100 boxes using Image Quant software and calculated by
applying the formula Sig/ (SigI/LI), where Sig is the sum
of the signal from all 100 boxes, SigI is the signal in an indi-
vidual box, and LI corresponds to the average length of the
DNA in that box as determined using DNA markers and a
standard curve.

Telomere FISH

FISH was performed on MeOH/acetic acid
fixed metaphase spreads as previously described
(32,47). TelC-Alexa488 PNA G-strand probes (5′-
CCCTAACCCTAACCCTAA) or TelG-Cy3 PNA C-
strand probes (5′-GGGTTAGGGTTAGGGTTA, Biosyn-
thesis) were used to label telomeres. Images were taken at a
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constant exposure time. For quantitative measurement of
telomere length (Q-FISH), telomere fluorescence intensity
was integrated using the TFL-TELO program.

RNA FISH

hTERT and hTR were both overexpressed in cells before
preforming the experiments. Cells on coverslips were fixed
with 3.6% paraformaldehyde and 10% acetic acid, perme-
abilized with 0.5% Triton X-100, blocked with 3% goat
serum and 0.1% BSA, incubated in anti-TRF1 antibod-
ies. After secondary antibody incubation, cells were fixed
again with 70% ethanol and hybridized with FITC labeled
(*, star marks in the sequence below) TERC probe mix
(TAKARA). For telomere FISH following RNA FISH,
TelG-Cy3 PNA C-strand probes were used to hybridize
telomeric DNA followed TERC signal fixation in 70%
ethanol for slides without TRF1 antibodies incubation. Im-
ages were taken with an Olympus fluorescence microscope.

Probe1 (against hTR 128–189 nt):

• 5′-GC∗GACATTTT∗TGTTTGCTC∗AGAATGAAC
GG∗GGAAGGCGGCAGGCCGAGGC∗T

Probe 2 (against hTR 331–383 nt):

• 5′-C∗CCGTTCCTCTTCC∗GCGGCCTGAAAGGCC
∗GAACCTCGCCC∗CGCCCCCGAG∗G

Probe 3 (against hTR 393–449 nt):

• 5′-A∗GTGTGAGCCGAG∗CCTGGGTGCACG∗CCC
ACAGCTCAGGGAA∗CGCGCCGCGC∗C

Immunoprecipitation quantitative TRAP (IP-QTRAP) as-
say

HEK293T cells stable expressing TPP1-Flag and transient
transfected with different amount of HA-CTC1 or HCT116
CTC1F/F cells stable expressing TPP1-Flag were used. Cells
were lysed with RNase-free NETN lysis buffer (40 mM
Tris–HCl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 0.5% Igepal, 1 mM
EDTA and 10% glycerol). For immunoprecipitation, each
sample was incubated with Flag M2 beads (Sigma) at 4◦C
for 2 hrs, washed with NETN lysis buffer and eluted with
elution buffer (25 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.4, 136 mM NaCl, 2.6
mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, 1 mM
DTT, proteinase inhibitor and RNase inhibitor) 3 times.
QTRAP was performed with 2 × GoTaq qPCR master
mix (Promega), CXR Reference Dye, 10 mM EGTA, 100
ng/�l TS primer (5′-AATCCGTCGAGCAGAGTT)
and 100 ng/�l ACX primer (5′-
GCGCGGCTTACCCTTACCCTTACCCTAACC) using
an Applied Biosystems real-time PCR system.

CST-pol � structure image

CST- Pol � cyto-EM structure was downloaded from the
study of He et al. (48). A227 and V259 were mapped onto
the CST- Pol � structure using Mol* on RCSB PDB web
site (49).

Statistical methods

Data from a minimum of three experiments were ana-
lyzed by two-tailed Student’s t test. P-values: *P < 0.05,
**P < 0.01).

RESULTS

Effect of CTC1 OB-fold deletions on CST complex forma-
tion and DNA binding

To dissect the molecular functions of the OB-fold do-
mains in CTC1, we generated seven deletion mutations
designed to disrupt one or more of the OB folds. Their
nomenclature refers to the corresponding OB-folds identi-
fied in the recent CST cryo-EM structure (35) (Figure 1A).
To determine how the mutations affect CST complex for-
mation and interaction with DNA Pol �, we performed
co-immunoprecipitation experiments using extracts from
HEK293T cells transiently expressing Flag-tagged CTC1.
We found the C-terminal OB deletion mutants (�F-G and
�G) lost interaction with STN1 (Figure 1B), which was
consistent with previous findings of a strong interaction be-
tween CTC1 OB-G and the OB-fold domain on STN1 (35).
Interestingly, while �F-G and �G co-immunoprecipitated
Pol � as efficiently as WT CTC1, this was reduced for
�A and �B (Figure 1B) even though the recent cryo-EM
structures showed that Pol � associates with CST at C-S-
T interaction hub located at the C-terminus of CTC1(48,
50). The large reduction in Pol � co-immunoprecipitation
with �B is consistent with previous findings showing that
point mutations in OB-B disrupt Pol � interaction (38),
indicating that CTC1 likely has a second N-terminal in-
teraction site for Pol � that does not involve STN1/
TEN1.

To investigate the effects of CTC1 OB-fold deletion on
telomere binding, we performed chromatin immunopre-
cipitation (ChIP) to monitor telomere localization. Flag-
tagged CTC1 wild-type (WT) or mutant protein was sta-
bly expressed in CTC1 conditional knockout HCT116 cells,
where endogenous CTC1 was deleted (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1A, B). Since interaction with Pol � is important for
CST localization to the nucleus, a nuclear localization sig-
nal (NLS) was added to the N-terminus of CTC1 to avoid
potential localization issues (38). Strikingly, �B was the
only mutant that immunoprecipitated significant levels of
telomeric DNA (Figure 1C), although its immunoprecip-
itation efficiency was about half that of WT-CTC1. The
lack of telomere association by �D and �E-F fits with pre-
vious findings by us and others that interaction between
CTC1 and STN1 is required for CTC1 telomere localiza-
tion (34,37,38) and that OB-D through OB-G form a hub
for STN1 interaction and DNA binding (35). However, the
lack of telomere association by �A and �C was unexpected
and suggests that these OB domains may play a more direct
role in telomere localization.

We next examined how the OB-fold mutations affected
DNA binding activity by performing electrophoretic mobil-
ity shift assays (EMSAs) with CST purified from HEK293T
cells transiently transfected with WT or mutant CTC1,
STN1 and TEN1 (Supplementary Figure S1C). In these
assays, DNA oligos were incubated with purified protein
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Figure 1. Effect of CTC1 OB-fold deletions on CST complex formation and DNA binding. (A) Cartoon showing the design of CTC1 mutants. (B) Immuno-
precipitation of CTC1 mutants with STN1 and Pol �. FLAG-tagged CTC1 was precipitated from HEK293T cell lysates using Flag M2 beads. Western
blots were performed with antibodies to Flag, STN1 or Pol �. *, cross-reacting bands. (C) ChIP analysis showing the localization of wild-type (WT) and
mutant CTC1 to telomeres. Lower panel shows quantification data. N ≥ 3 independent experiments, Error bars indicate mean ± S.E.M. CTC1−/− cells
expressing Flag-tagged WT or mutant CTC1 were grown with tamoxifen for 7 days. (D) EMSAs showing WT and mutant CST binding to 18 or 36 nt
telomeric G-strand (Tel-18, Tel-36) or 48 nt non-telomeric (NonTel-48) ssDNA substrates (upper). Reactions contained 0.1 nM DNA and the indicated
concentrations of protein. The corresponding plots (lower) used to calculate Kd(apps). N ≥ 3 independent experiments. (E) Kd(app) fold change for
mutant CST binding to the indicated substrates relative to CWTST.

and gel electrophoresis was used to separate residual free
DNA from the slower migrating protein bound oligos. The
�D and �E-F deletions caused the expected large decrease
in DNA binding, as indicated by disappearance of the in-
tense bands corresponding to stable CST-DNA complexes
and accumulation of unshifted DNA or a smear corre-
sponding to more transient DNA-protein complexes (Fig-
ure 1D and Supplementary Figure S1D). However, com-
plexes with the N-terminal CTC1 OB-fold deletions C�BST
and C�CST bound both telomeric (Tel-18 and Tel-36) and
non-telomeric (NonTel-48) substrates with only modestly
lower efficiency than CWTST. Binding experiments were not
performed with the �A mutant as we were unable to obtain
stable C�AST complex. To obtain a more quantitative com-

parison of mutant and WT CST binding, we determined
the Kd(app) by calculating the amount of bound DNA ver-
sus free DNA in each lane (Figure 1D and Supplementary
Figure S1E). The Kds revealed only a 1.5–3 fold reduction
in C�BST and C�CST binding affinity relative to that of
CWTST (Figure 1E). Since C�CST bound DNA with sim-
ilar affinity to C�BST, but failed to localize to telomeres, we
questioned whether �C had altered the architecture of the
CST heterotrimer and hence its ability to oligomerize (35).
To test for oligomerization, we transfected HEK293T cells
with Flag and HA-tagged CTC1 constructs and looked for
co-immunoprecipitation. Flag tagged-CTC1 WT, �B, �C
and �D were all able to IP the matching HA-tagged CTC1
(Supplementary Figure S1F), ruling out the possibility that
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Figure 2. CTC1-�B rescues the growth defect, C-strand fill-in deficiency and telomeric DNA damage caused by CTC1 disruption. (A) Representative
growth curves showing proliferation of CTC1 conditional knockout cells expressing empty vector, WT or mutant CTC1 at the indicated times after ta-
moxifen (TAM) addition to induce endogenous CTC1 gene disruption. (B) G-overhang abundance in CTC1 conditional knockout cells expressing WT or
mutant CTC1 following the indicated times of TAM treatment. Gels show in-gel hybridization of TAA(C3TA2)3 probe to genomic DNA with/without
Exo1 treatment. (C) Quantification of relative G-overhang abundance. Overhang abundance in CTC1−/− cells was normalized to that of CTC1F/F cells
(i.e. t = 0). N = 3 independent experiments, Error bars indicate mean ± S.E.M. (D) Representative images of TIFs in the indicated cells. Telomeres were
detected by FISH (green), �H2AX by immunostaining (red), chromosomes are counterstained with DAPI (blue). (E) Quantification of cells in (D) with ≥ 3
TIFs. Error bars indicate mean ± S.E.M.

defective oligomer formation is responsible for the failure
of �C to localize to telomeres.

CTC1-�B rescues the growth defect, C-strand fill-in defi-
ciency and telomeric DNA damage caused by CTC1 disrup-
tion

To assess the effects of the CTC1 OB-fold deletions in vivo,
we first asked whether expression of mutant protein res-
cued the decline in proliferation that is normally observed
in HCT116 cells over a 3-week period following induction
of CTC1 gene disruption (32). A similar proliferation defect
was observed in CTC1−/− cells expressing only the empty

vector and cells expressing the �C and �E-F mutants (Fig-
ure 2A). In contrast, expression of CTC1-WT and �B fully
rescued the growth defect.

The decline in cell growth of CTC1−/− cells is at least
partially caused by the generation of extremely long G-
overhangs that induce DNA damage signaling (32). We
therefore examined G-overhang length by performing non-
denaturing in-gel hybridization of telomere probes to ge-
nomic DNA to detect ssDNA. As with rescue of the growth
defect, only WT-CTC1 and �B prevented the continued
G-overhang elongation normally observed after CTC1 loss
(Figure 2B-C and Supplementary Figure S1G). Cells ex-
pressing �B did exhibit a slight increase in basal overhang
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Figure 3. CTC1 OB-B domain is essential for telomerase termination. (A, B) Southern hybridization showing TRFs from CTC1 conditional knockout cells
expressing vector or mutant CTC1 and treated with TAM for the indicated times. Gels were hybridized with TAA(C3TA2)3 probe. Mean telomere length
is indicated below each lane. (A) TRFs in CTC1 conditional knockout cells expressing empty vector, CTC1 WT, �B. (B) TRFs from cells expressing �B or
empty vector with/without treatment of genomic DNA with Exo1. (C) Analysis of telomere length by Q-FISH in CTC1-�B expressing cells. Metaphase
spreads were hybridized with (C3TA2)3 G-strand probe (left panel) or (G3AT2)3 C-strand probe (right panel). Histograms show distribution of relative
telomere lengths expressed as fluorescence intensity (TFU, telomere fluorescence unit). A minimum of 100 TFU was set as the cut-off. av.; median value,
also shown by blue line. >2000 telomeres quantified per sample. (D) Representative images showing telomere localization of TERC. Telomeres detected
by immunostaining of TRF1 (red), TERC by FISH (green), chromosomes by DAPI (blue). (E) Quantification of cells with TERC-TRF1 co-localization
foci. >200 cells quantified per sample. N = 3 independent experiments.

length, which might reflect the decreased CST telomere lo-
calization.

The growth defect in CTC1−/− cells is due to the long
G-overhangs eliciting DNA damage signaling (32). Thus,
normal growth and lack of continued G-overhang elonga-
tion in cells expressing CTC1-�B implied that the telom-
eres were not being detected as DNA damage. To test this
supposition, we looked for telomeric �H2AX staining us-
ing IF-FISH. As anticipated, we found that �B fully res-
cued TIF (telomere dysfunction induced foci) formation in
CTC1−/− cells (Figure 2D, E). However, the �C, �D and
�E-F mutants, which failed to rescue cell proliferation and
G-overhang elongation, also failed to prevent TIFs. It is no-
table that, despite the interaction between �B and Pol �

being greatly decreased (Figure 1B), the CTC1-�B mutant
is still capable of largely rescuing G-overhang elongation.
This finding implied that stable interaction with Pol � may
not be required for CST to function in C-strand fill-in.

CTC1 OB-B domain is essential for telomerase termination

We then examined the influence of the OB-fold mutants
on telomere length. In initial experiments, we used in gel
hybridization to visualize changes in terminal restriction
fragment (TRF) length over a two-week period. As previ-
ously observed, CTC1 disruption led to the accumulation of
much longer TRFs between days 7–10 (Figure 3A). We pre-
viously showed that this increase in TRF length arises from
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overextension of the telomeric G-strand by unterminated
telomerase. Expression of WT-CTC1 in CTC1−/− cells pre-
vented accumulation of the longer TRFs (Figure 3A). In
contrast, expression of �C, �E-F and 1196-�7 (a seven
amino acids deletion that disrupts interaction with STN1)
(38) resulted in a generally similar lengthening pattern to
the vector only control (Supplementary Figure S2A, B).
Intriguingly, �B expression resulted in continuous telom-
ere elongation with a tighter banding pattern than that ob-
served for the vector control.

Despite the increase in G-strand length in CTC1−/− cells,
the lack of C-strand fill-in simultaneously leads to net short-
ening of the telomere duplex (32). This shortening of the
DNA duplex can be observed as a gradual decline in av-
erage TRF length after the extended ssDNA G-overhangs
are removed by treatment with Exonuclease 1 (Exo1) (Fig-
ure 3B and Supplementary Figure S2B, C) (32). We saw a
similar decline in average TRF length with �E-F after Exo 1
treatment and a partial decline in �C. However, while Exo1
treatment of DNA from �B expressing cells reduced the
longest telomere signals, the TRFs continued to exhibit a
progressive increase in length over time in culture (Figure
3B and Supplementary Figure S2C). This finding suggests
that CTC1-�B expression causes the double-stranded re-
gion of the telomere to be elongated rather than shortened.

To verify elongation of the telomere duplex DNA, we per-
formed Q-FISH to detect the length of the G and C strands
separately. Quantification of the data revealed both C-
strand and G-strand lengthening in the �B expressing cells
(Figure 3C), whereas the vector only control cells exhibited
lengthening of G-strands and shortening of C-strands, and
WT CTC1 largely rescued both G-strand lengthening and
C-strand shortening, as previously observed (Supplemen-
tary Figure S2D) (32).

The rescue of telomere shortening but not lengthening
by �B expression in CTC1−/− cells suggests that OB-B in
CTC1 is necessary to prevent telomere lengthening but may
not be required for C-strand fill-in. Since CST normally
limits G-strand synthesis by telomerase, this finding sug-
gested that �B might allow excess telomerase to accumulate
on telomeres to allow additional rounds of DNA synthe-
sis. To address this possibility, we used TERC RNA-FISH
to examine whether the telomere localization of telomerase
was affected by �B expression. To detect TERC at telom-
eres, hTR and hTERT were transiently overexpressed prior
to performing the RNA-FISH. While the fraction of cells
showing TERC at telomeres was partially affected by trans-
fection efficiency, we reproducibly saw a large increase in
TERC and TRF1 co-localization (TERC-positive telomere
foci) in CTC1−/− and CTC1-�B expressing cells. On aver-
age, only ∼20% of CTC1F/F and CTC1−/− rescue cells (cells
expressing WT CTC1) displayed >3 TERC-positive telom-
ere foci per nuclei while ∼80% of CTC1−/− and CTC1-�B
expressing cells displayed > 3 TERC-TRF1 foci per nucleus
(Figure 3D-E). In our system, this result supports our con-
clusion that the CTC1 OB-B domain is necessary for CST
to terminate telomerase activity and indicates that in our
conditional CTC1 knockout system, this occurs by limiting
telomerase accumulation at the telomere.

The above data demonstrating that �B fails to termi-
nate telomerase activity and has a lower affinity for ssDNA

than WT CST, fits with a sequestration model for telom-
erase termination where CST out-competes telomerase for
binding to the G-overhang. However, our previous finding
that CTC/STN1 (CS) complexes are fully functional for
telomerase termination (34) indicate that the sequestration
model is insufficient because CS has a substantially lower
affinity for telomeric G-strand DNA than C�BST (CS com-
plexes show a 5–13 fold decrease in Kd relative to WT CST,
while C�BST show a 1.5–2.5 fold decrease in Kd, Figure
1E). Thus, taken together our findings imply that reduced
G-overhang binding by C�BST is unlikely to be the only
factor accounting for the deficiency in telomerase termina-
tion.

CTC1 OB-B domain deletion impairs CTC1-TPP1 interac-
tion

Since CST and telomerase both interact with the shelterin
subunit TPP1, CST binding to TPP1 has the potential to
limit telomerase activity by interfering with the TPP-POT1-
mediated enhancement of telomerase action (16). Thus,
given that C�BST fails to limit telomerase action, we next
examined whether the �B mutation somehow disrupts the
CST-TPP1 interaction. We first performed co-IPs using ex-
tracts from HEK293T cells expressing tagged TPP1 and
WT or mutant CTC1 and observed a significant decrease
in TPP1-CTC1-�B association (Figure 4A and Supplemen-
tary Figure S3A). To examine the direct interaction between
CTC1 and TPP1, we performed in vitro pull-down exper-
iments with purified CTC1 WT or �B and TPP1-POT1
from insect Sf9 cells. These experiments showed that the
physical interaction between �B and TPP1-POT1 was re-
duced (Figure 4B and Supplementary Figure S3B). Since
CTC1 and STN1 both interact with TPP1 directly (16),
we next examined whether the CTC1-STN1 interaction is
important for CTC1-TPP1 association by performing co-
IPs using STN1 truncation mutants (Supplementary Figure
S3C) which have different binding affinity to CTC1, and the
CTC1 1196-�7 mutant which is unable to bind to STN1
(35,38). We found that deletion of the STN1 N-terminal
CTC1 binding domain disrupted TPP1 interaction as ex-
pected (51) but STN1-TPP1 interaction was unaffected by
deletion of the C-terminal winged helix domain (Supple-
mentary Figure S3D). The 1196-�7 mutant also interacted
normally with TPP1 and the 1196-�7/�B double mutant
showed a similar decrease in TPP1-interaction to the �B
single mutant (Figure 4C), indicating that CTC1 can inter-
act with TPP1 in the absence of STN1. Since it has been re-
ported that TPP1 phosphorylation is important for telom-
erase recruitment, we used co-immunoprecipitation exper-
iments to test whether CTC1 WT or �B mutant prefer-
entially interacted with phosphorylated TPP1. Nocodazole
was used to synchronize the cells to G2/M phase in order
to visualize the phosphorylated TPP1 (52). Our results indi-
cated that CTC1 WT interacted with both phosphorylated
and non-phosphorylated TPP1 and CTC1-�B had reduced
interaction with both forms (Figure 4D).

To further investigate the CTC1-TPP1 interaction, we
sought to identify the CTC1 interaction site on TPP1. TPP1
deletion mutations were made that corresponded to the re-
ported telomerase, POT1 and TIN2 binding domains (Fig-
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Figure 4. CTC1 OB-B domain deletion impairs CTC1-TPP1 interaction. (A, C, D) Immunoprecipitation of Flag-tagged CTC1 WT or indicated mutants
with Myc-tagged TPP1 from HEK293T cell extracts. FLAG-tagged proteins were precipitated using Flag M2 beads. Nocodazole is added to synchronize
the cells to G2/M phase in order to visualize the phosphorylated TPP1, the smeared signals on the top of TPP1 bands in (D). (B) In vitro pull-down of
purified Flag-tagged CTC1 WT or �B with GST-tagged TPP1 and POT1 from Sf9 cells. (E) Schematic diagram of TPP1 domains and protein binding
sites. *, telomerase binding sites on TEL patch. (F) Immunoprecipitation of Flag-tagged CTC1 with GST-tagged TPP1 WT or TPP1 �OB mutant. *,
cross-reacting bands. (G) IP-QTRAP of Flag-tagged TPP1 from HEK293T extracts in the absence or presence of over-expressed CTC1 WT or �B. Upper
panel shows quantification of QTRAP, and lower panel shows the western blot of IP. (H) Immunoprecipitation of Flag-tagged CTC1 with Myc-tagged
TPP1 WT, �RD or �TID mutants.

ure 4E) (18,19,53). Co-IP of Flag-tagged CTC1 from cells
also expressing truncated Myc-tagged TPP1 showed that
deletion of the TPP1 OB domain (the hTERT binding do-
main) did not affect the CTC1-TPP1 interaction (Figure
4F), which was consistent with the data of Chen et al. (16).
Mutations of the TEL-patch domain, the telomerase inter-
action surface of the TPP1 OB domain (22), also did not af-
fect TPP1-CTC1 association (Supplementary Figure S3E),
suggesting that CTC1 does not compete with telomerase for
binding to TPP1. Consistent with this observation, telom-
erase activity assays indicated that neither CTC1-WT or �B
expression, nor CTC1 knockout, affected TPP1-hTERT in-
teraction or telomerase recruitment by TPP1 (Figure 4G
and Supplementary Figure S3F–I). However, we found that
TPP1 RD domain (POT1 binding site) deletion weakened
TPP1-CTC1 or TPP1-STN1 association and the TID do-
main (TIN2 binding site) deletion lost most of the in-
teraction with CTC1/STN1 (Figure 4H and Supplemen-

tary Figure S3J). To narrow down the interaction site on
the TID domain, we made a series of 4 residue deletion
mutations and assayed for reduced CTC1 interaction by
co-immunoprecipitation. These experiments indicated that
residues 486–550 are most like the binding site for CTC1
(Supplementary Figure S3K).

As TPP1 associates with telomeres through interaction
with TIN2 and POT1 (54,55), we questioned whether CTC1
might regulate TPP1 telomere localization by disrupting
its association with these two shelterin proteins. However,
overexpression of CTC1-WT or �B had no effect on TPP1-
TIN2 or TPP1-POT1 association (Supplementary Figure
S3L, M), suggesting that CTC1 can interact with TPP1
even when TPP1 is associated with TIN2 and POT1. Ad-
ditionally, CTC1 deletion did not affect the telomere lo-
calization of TPP1 or POT1 by ChIP (Supplementary Fig-
ure S3N, O). Taken together, these data suggest that CST
does not limit telomerase action by simple competition for
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the TPP1 telomerase binding site or by disrupting TPP1-
POT1/TPP1-TIN2 association at telomeres.

Coats plus patient mutations in CTC1 OB-B weakens associ-
ation with TPP1 and reduces ability to terminate telomerase

Given that the CTC1-�B mutation caused a deficiency
in telomerase termination that results in telomere overex-
tension, we wondered whether a similar phenotype would
occur with Coats plus patient mutations that fall within
the CTC1 OB-B domain. To test for this, we generated
constructs to express two known OB-B patient mutations:
A227V and V259M (Figure 5A) (36,56). As before, a nu-
clear localization sequence (NLS) was added to the N-
terminus of each mutant to eliminate the previously re-
ported defects in nuclear localization (38). The mutants
were then transiently expressed in HEK293T cells or sta-
bly expressed in the CTC1F/F HCT116 cells (Supplementary
Figure S1B).

Consistent with previous reports (38), EMSAs using pu-
rified protein complexes from HEK293T cells showed that
both of the point mutants bound to telomeric DNA as
well as wide-type CST (Supplementary Figure S4A, B).
Co-immunoprecipitation experiments using extracts from
HEK293T cells expressing either A227V or V259M in-
dicated impaired CST interaction with Pol � (Figure 5B
and Supplementary Figure S4C), despite neither of these
residues being in close proximity to the Pol � interaction
surface as seen in recent cryo-EM structures of CST-Pol
� (Supplementary Figure S4D) (48,50). However, when
A227V or V259M were expressed in CTC1F/F cells, both
mutants prevented G-overhang elongation after endoge-
nous CTC1 knockout (Figure 5C, D). This finding again
suggests that stable interaction with Pol � may not be re-
quired for CST to function in C-strand fill-in.

Interestingly, the two mutants differed in their association
with TPP1. Co-immunoprecipitation assays revealed that
A227V caused only a slight (12%) reduction in CTC1-TPP1
interaction, while V259M caused a much larger reduction
(51%) (Figure 5E and Supplementary Figure S4E, F). The
reduced TPP-interaction caused by V259M mutation was
also confirmed by the in vitro pull down (Supplementary
Figure S4G). These different affinities for TPP1 suggest
that the two mutants might differ in their ability to regu-
late telomerase localization to telomeres and limit telom-
ere elongation. Indeed, when IF-FISH was used to monitor
telomerase localization to telomeres in CTC1−/− cells ex-
pressing one or other mutant, the ability of the mutant to
rescue the increase in TERC positive foci caused by CTC1
loss correlated with the ability of the mutant to interact with
TPP1. Cells expressing V259M and �B had the same high
level of telomere localized telomerase such that on average,
66% of V259M expressing cells and 70% of �B express-
ing cells showing >3 TERC-positive telomere foci. In con-
trast, cells expressing the A227V mutant showed reduced
telomere localized TERC with only 49% of cells having >3
TERC-positive telomere foci, a level that is similar to that
observed in cells expressing WT CTC1 where 50% of cells
had >3 positive foci. (Figure 5F and Supplementary Figure
S4H, I).

When we examined the effect of the A227V and V259M
on TRF length (Figure 5G and Supplementary Figure S4J)
we found that only V259 expressing cells caused TRF elon-
gation (∼0.5 kb in 2 weeks). The telomere overextension
caused by V259M expression was confirmed by Q-FISH
(Figure 5H). It is notable that the lack of TRF elongation
in A227V expressing cells was consistent with the lack of
excess telomerase accumulation at telomeres (Figure 5F)
and tracked with only a small decrease in TPP1 interaction
(12%). In contrast, V259M and �B showed a similarly large
decrease in TPP1 interaction (51% and 44%, respectively),
similar accumulation of excess telomerase at telomeres and
similar telomere elongation. These results highlight the im-
portance of the TPP1-CTC1 interaction in telomerase reg-
ulation and provide strong evidence that the interaction be-
tween the CTC1 OB-B domain and TPP1 is essential for
CST to terminate telomerase action.

DISCUSSION

Here, we identify the OB-B domain of CTC1 as a key de-
terminant of telomerase termination, and use OB-B do-
main mutations to dissect the mechanism of CST function
in telomere length regulation. To discover the loss of func-
tion of CTC1 mutants, we expressed each mutant in CTC1
conditional knockout HCT116 cells and examined whether
it rescues the phenotypes causing by CTC1−/−. Using this
system, we show that deletion of the CTC1 OB-B domain
generates a separation of function mutant that still forms a
complex with STN1-TEN1 (Figure 1B) and is able to pro-
mote C-strand fill-in (Figure 2B, C) such that expression of
CTC1-�B in CTC1−/− cells prevents telomere shortening
(Figure 3A). However, the OB-B deletion decreases CST
binding affinity for ssDNA (Figure 1 and Supplementary
Figure S1) and expression of CTC1-�B in CTC1−/− cells
results in accumulation of telomerase at telomeres and pro-
gressive telomere elongation (Figure 3 and Supplementary
Figure S2), indicating a failure to limit telomerase activity.

To better understand the mechanism of telomerase regu-
lation by CST, we examined how the �B mutation affected
CST and telomerase interactions with shelterin compo-
nents. We show that the level of telomerase association with
its shelterin interaction partners, TPP1, POT1 and TIN2, is
unaffected by overexpression of CTC1-�B or CTC1-WT,
indicating that CST is unlikely to function by disrupting
these associations (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S3).
However, the �B mutation greatly decreased CST interac-
tion with TPP1 (Figure 4A, B). This decrease in CTC1-
TPP1 interaction was also seen with point mutations in the
CTC1 OB-B domain that cause Coats plus (A227V and
V259M) (Figure 5E). Moreover, the amount of telomere
elongation and telomere associated telomerase was corre-
lated with the observed level of TPP1 interaction, with the
V259M mutation, which caused the larger decrease in TPP1
interaction, leading to the higher levels of telomerase at
telomeres and progressive telomere elongation in CTC1−/−
cells compared to the A227V mutant, which exhibited only
a minor decrease in TPP1 interaction (Figure 5E-G and
Supplementary Figure S4C, D). Thus, our results point to
the TPP1-CTC1 OB-B domain interaction as being key to
telomerase termination.
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Figure 5. Coats plus patient mutation in CTC1 OB-B have weakened association with TPP1 and reduced ability to terminate telomerase. (A) Cartoon
showing Coats plus patient mutations sites, A227V and V259M on CTC1 OB-B. (B) Immunoprecipitation of Flag-tagged CTC1 WT or mutants with Pol
� using extracts from HEK293T. Numbers show the quantification of the amount of Pol � immunoprecipitated by WT or mutant CTC1. N = 3 independent
experiments. (C, D) G-overhang abundance was analyzed by in-gel hybridization in CTC1 conditional knockout cells with WT or mutated CTC1 expression
following various times of TAM treatment. (C) Gels showing hybridization of TAA(C3TA2)3 probe to genomic DNA treated with/without Exo1. (D)
Quantification of relative G-overhang abundance in (C). Error bars indicate mean ± S.E.M., n = 3 independent experiments. (E) Immunoprecipitation
of Flag-tagged WT or mutant CTC1 with Myc-TPP1. Numbers show the quantification of the amount of TPP1 immunoprecipitated by WT or mutant
CTC1. N = 3 independent experiments. (F) Quantification of cells with TERC-telomere co-localization (The sum of three independent experiments). CTC1
conditional knockout cells expressing WT or mutant CTC1 were treated with TAM for 7 days. >200 cells quantified per sample. (G) Southern blots showing
TRFs in CTC1 conditional knockout cells expressing empty vector, CTC1 WT, A227V or V259M treated with TAM for the indicated times. The gel was
hybridized with 32P-labeled (TA2C3)3 G-strand probe. Mean telomere length is indicated below each lane. (H) Analysis of telomere length by Q-FISH
CTC−/− cells with vector, CTC1-WT or CTC1-V259M expressing. Metaphase spreads were hybridized with (C3TA2)3 G-strand probe. Histograms show
distribution of relative telomere lengths expressed as fluorescence intensity (TFU, telomere fluorescence unit). A minimum of 100 TFU was set as the
cut-off. av.; median value, also shown by blue line. >2000 telomeres quantified per sample.
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Because the nuclear localization of CST is dependent on
its interaction with Pol �, the CTC1 from Coats Plus pa-
tients with the A227V or V259M mutation is unable to en-
ter the nucleus (38). This loss of nuclear CST in turn causes
telomere shortening. In this study, we added an NLS to the
protein and we note that the resulting nuclear localization
of the mutant protein prevented telomere shortening, and in
the case of V259M caused telomere elongation. While this
stabilization/elongation of telomere length does not mimic
the situation in patients, addition of the NLS was key to
uncovering the importance of CTC1-TPP1 interaction. To
investigate the role of CTC1-TPP1 interaction in other dis-
eases, we used the Cancer Genome Atlas to identify cancer-
associated mutations in the TID domain of TPP1, which
we showed is necessary for stable CST-TPP1 interaction. A
total of 10 different mutations were found in TPP1 TID do-
main from TCGA database (57). When we then expressed
these TPP1 mutations and monitored interaction of the mu-
tant TPP1 with CST we found that 5 out of the 10 mutants
had reduced association with CTC1 (Supplementary Figure
S4K). This finding suggests that disruption of the CTC1-
TPP1 interaction may contribute to diseases beyond Coats
Plus, including some cancers.

In initial studies of telomerase termination, Chen et al.
found that the localization of CST on telomeres increases
during S phase and peaks at S/G2, but the increase depends
on the presence of active telomerase. This finding implied
that CST acts after telomerase-dependent extension of the
telomeric ssDNA (16), leading to the suggestion that CST
terminates telomerase action by competing for binding sites
on the G-overhang. Recent in vitro studies showed that CST
cannot displace telomerase while the enzyme is elongating
a DNA substrate, but it can compete with telomerase for
free DNA, thus sequestering the substrate and preventing
it from being extended (33). Hence, one way for CST to ter-
minate telomerase activity in vivo would be by binding the
G-overhang to prevent enzyme re-association when telom-
erase dissociates after its initial round of processive DNA
synthesis (17,33).

However, our past (34) and present studies of DNA bind-
ing by CTC1-STN1 (CS) and C�BST complexes versus the
effect of CS and C�BST on telomerase regulation indi-
cate that simple competition between telomerase and CST
for G-overhang binding may not be sufficient for telom-
erase termination. Although CS complexes bind ssDNA
with significantly lower affinity than C�BST, unlike CTC1-
�B expressing cells, TEN1−/− cells (which contain only
CS complexes (34)) remain competent to prevent telom-
ere elongation. The realization that the ability to termi-
nate telomerase does not simply track with CST (or CS)
DNA binding affinity led us to explore the role of CTC1-
TPP1 interaction in telomerase termination by analyzing
the effect of CTC1 on the TPP1-POT1 protein association
network.

Our analysis confirmed previous studies indicating that
CST is unlikely to disrupt telomerase binding to POT1-
TPP1 because, based on our findings, CST appears to in-
teract with the TPP1 TID and RD domains rather than to
OB domain (Figure 4F and H) (10,51). Moreover, TPP1
and telomerase remain associated when CST levels are in-

creased and POT1-TPP1 telomere association is unchanged
(Figure 4E and Supplementary Figure S3). In light of these
findings, one model for how CST might limit telomerase ac-
tion is that the TPP1-CTC1 interaction allows CST to cover
the terminus of the extended G-overhang so that telom-
erase cannot re-bind the overhang or add additional nu-
cleotides. Another possibility is that the TPP1-CTC1 in-
teraction regulates telomerase via post-translational mod-
ification as occurs in yeast. In budding yeast, SUMOyla-
tion of Cdc13 (the homolog of human CTC1) is required
to terminate telomerase by enhancing the interaction with
Stn1/Ten1 (58). In fission yeast SUMOylation of Tpz1 (the
homolog of human TPP1) enhances Tpz1-Stn1 interaction
to enable release of telomerase from the telomere (59). Al-
though the phosphorylation of human TPP1 is known to
be important for telomerase recruitment (52,60), our pre-
liminary data suggest CST does not promote TPP1 dephos-
phorylation and thus telomerase termination (Figure 4D
and data not shown). However, it remains to be determined
whether telomerase termination in humans is regulated by
SUMOylation.

It is notable that the A227V and V259M Coats plus mu-
tations exhibit greatly reduced interaction with DNA Pol
� but yet fully rescue the deficiency in C-strand synthe-
sis when expressed in CTC1−/− cells, while the CTC1-�B
mutation with similar Pol � interaction but weaker ssDNA
binding affinity shows a partial rescue. These data demon-
strate that the role of CST in C-strand synthesis goes be-
yond simple recruitment of Pol �. This concept is reinforced
by our prior finding that CTC1-STN1 (CS) complexes re-
main able to bind Pol �, but TEN1−/− cells are unable to
support C-strand synthesis (34). Interestingly, binding of
CS complexes to telomeric DNA is highly unstable with
the complexes showing rapid disassociation and rebinding.
It therefore appears that for C-strand synthesis to occur,
the dynamics of CST binding to ssDNA equals, or possi-
bly exceeds, the importance of CST interaction with Pol �.
A likely reason for the importance of CST DNA binding dy-
namics stems from its RPA-like mode of binding to DNA
via multiple OB-folds (44). Similar to RPA, CST likely en-
gages and displaces ssDNA-binding proteins through the
dynamic association and re-association of individual OB
folds from the DNA. If CST uses this strategy to engage
Pol � on the G-overhang, appropriate telomeric DNA bind-
ing by CST may be essential for C-strand fill-in. While sta-
ble interaction with Pol � likely helps recruit Pol � to the
telomere, this appears to be insufficient to engage Pol � on
the DNA. Based on this model, we surmise that although
C�BST has reduced affinity for ssDNA, the overall binding
dynamics are sufficiently normal for C�BST to engage Pol
� on the G-overhang. However, removal of TEN1 results in
such unstable DNA binding that the remaining CS complex
is no longer competent to engage Pol �.

Based on our current findings and previous studies, we
propose a model for the interplay between CST, TPP1-
POT1, telomerase and Pol � during telomere replication
(Figure 6A). Initially telomerase is recruited to the telom-
ere by TPP1-POT1. The first round of telomerase exten-
sion then generates an elongated G-overhang which pro-
vides CST with space to bind. The bound CST interacts
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Figure 6. Model for the roles of CST in telomerase regulation and C-strand fill-in. (A) Telomerase is recruited by TPP1-POT1, elongates G-strand, and is
released from the telomere after the first round of extension. CST then binds to the newly extended G-overhang, prevents the second round of telomerase
binding by interacting with TPP1, and engages Pol � on the overhang to enable C-strand fill-in. (B) Wild-type CST functions in both telomerase inhibition
and C-strand fill-in. (C) CTC1−/− cells fail to prevent G-strand overextension by telomerase and are unable to engage Pol � for C-strand fill-in. (D) In
TEN1−/− cells, CTC1-STN1 binds to the newly extended G-strand and prevents the second-round binding of telomerase by interacting with TPP1 but is
unable to engage Pol � for C-strand fill-in. (E) In CTC1-�B expressing cells, C�BST binds to the newly extended G-strand and engages Pol � for C-strand
fill-in but fails to prevent telomerase overextension due to loss of interaction with TPP1-POT1.

with TPP1-POT1 and this interaction either enables CST
to block the 3’ terminus of the overhang or allows a post-
translational modification of one or more telomere pro-
teins, thus preventing a second round of telomerase exten-
sion. The dynamic nature of CST binding to DNA also al-
lows CST to engage Pol � on the overhang thus facilitat-
ing C-strand fill-in. As a result, wild-type CST functions
in both telomerase termination and C-strand fill-in (Figure
6B) while loss of CTC1 causes failure of both processes with
resulting G-strand overextension and C-strand shortening
(Figure 6C). In TEN1−/− cells, the residual CS complexes
have normal TPP1 interaction but unstable ssDNA binding.
The TPP1 interaction allows the CS complex to terminate
telomerase but the altered DNA binding leaves it unable to
engage Pol �. The resulting failure of C-strand fill-in leads
to shortening of the telomeric dsDNA (Figure 6D). In con-
trast, C�BST has a weakened interaction with Pol �, TPP1
and binding affinity to telomeric DNA rendering the com-
plex unable to prevent telomerase overextension. However,
the DNA binding dynamics of C�BST are sufficient for it
to engage Pol � on the G-overhang for C-strand fill-in. As
a result, the extended overhangs are converted to dsDNA,
causing net telomere growth (Figure 6E).
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